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I AM Mother Durga.
I come in the service of Divine Truth and Divine Wholeness.
I AM she who was invoked in ancient days to save the Earth, when all the masculine weaponry failed, insufficient and ineffective in vanquishing the greed demon destroying the Earth who even the gods could not defeat.
I, Mother Durga emerged then, radiant with my Feminine presence and power, laughing.
I easily vanquished that destructive consciousness fearsome and disempowering, that threatened all life.
Such is the time we are again facing on our beloved Earth.
Again there is a demon of greed consciousness on Earth.
And I, Durga, am returning again to vanquish that force which cannot be destroyed by man or gods because it was created by this same masculine-polarized consciousness of separation and domination,
out of balance with the feminine. And because of this extreme imbalance,
a Feminine power from a different consciousness is the only hope.
I am returning.
I am returning within that feminine place of the heart.
I am arising this time within the hearts of those who must encounter these current demons of greed,
separation, and domination.
Once again we engage in an epic battle, on the sorrowful battlefield of duality:
those whose polarizing and embattling ways, dismantle, harm and destroy Life,
countering those whose ways nourish, sustain and transform Life.
When I was invoked to save the Earth before, I vanquished the demon,
outwitting him in his own forms of battle.
Now with the current forms of destruction terrorizing Earth,
I introduce a new form of encounter on the polarized battlefield of duality:
Reciprocal listening.
I, Durga, bring forward Listening as the weaponry.
And I will have many in my ranks.
This weaponry of reciprocal listening disarms the consciousness of separation and polarization, the extreme
form of which is violence and war.
This new weaponry of Reciprocal Listening holds the miracle of unifying the masculine and the feminine, first
unifying them inwardly and then outwardly in such a way that neither dominates the other but instead they
are held in balance.
It is like the miracle of fire and water, where the fire does not vaporize the water,
and the water does not douse the fire.
Now this new Listening weaponry will be massively deployed on a global basis, as never before.
This new weaponry brings the polarized elements together in deeply engaged and receptive relatedness,
through profound heart-opening listening.
This reciprocal listening, through words of truth and beyond words,
allows an energetic merging of hearts and recognition of oneness.
This is not just a weaponry of women.
We will have ranks of heart-activated men who will train other men in this new weaponry of
unification.
There are many who are already eager to enlist and to serve.
Gratitude, unity and harmony will be the spoils of this battlefield.

